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JOB CREATION LAW: ELECTRONIC LAND CERTIFICATE
The enactment of Law No. 11 of 2020 on Job Creation (“Law 11/2020”) has
mandated a reformation on land registration in Indonesia. Article 147 of Law
11/2020 stipulates that the following land-related documents might be in the
form of an electronic document1:
- proof of ownership (i) over a right upon land (hak atas tanah); (ii) strata title
of ownership right (hak milik atas satuan rumah susun); and (iii) right to
manage (hak pengelolaan).
- deed of land mortgage (hak tanggungan).
- deed of land transfer (akta peralihan hak atas tanah).
- other land-related documents, e.g., Land Registration Certificate (Surat
Keterangan Pendaftaran Tanah) (“SKPT”).
The above is also similar and in line with the strategic planning of the Minister of
Agrarian Affairs and Spatial Planning/National Land Agency or Badan Pertanahan
Nasional (“BPN”), where BPN aimed for digitalization of land services to be
prioritized and implemented between 2020-20242.
On 12 January 2021, BPN Regulation No. 1 of 2021 on Electronic Certificate
(“BPN Reg. 1/2021”) was enacted. This adds a new direction for digitalization
of land services following the previous effort in 2020 on digitalization of land
mortgage (hak tanggungan)3 and land-related information, i.e. SKPT4.
In general, BPN Reg. 1/2021 set out provisions on the description of electronic
land certificate and its issuance process.
A. Analog versus Electronic Land Certificate
We have compiled the following comparison/differences between the analog land
certificate and the electronic land certificate (as regulated in BPN Reg.1/2021),
for ease of reference:
Differences
Form of
Document

Analog Land Certificate
Paper-based form

Document Code

A series of unique numbers
and letters (form code)

Accessible Link

Does not contain QR Code
as accessible link

1

Electronic Land Certificate
(as regulated in BPN Reg.
1/2021)
Electronic form,
accessible
through the BPN’s electronic
database system
A series of unique numbers
generated
by
the
BPN’s
electronic database system (hash
code)
Contains a QR Code link as
accessible link to access the
documents
in
the
BPN’s
electronic database system

Article 147 of Law No. 11 of 2020 on Job Creation, “proof of right upon land, strata title, right to manage, and
security right, including deed transfer of right upon land and other documents related to land may be issued
electronically.”
2
See BPN Regulation No. 27 of 2020 on Strategic Planning of BPN Period 2020-2024.
3
See BPN Regulation No. 5 of 2020 on Electronically Integrated Mortgage Services.
4
See BPN Regulation No. 19 of 2020 on Electronically Land Information Services.
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Identification
Number

Uses
several
sets
of
numbers
with
different
functions as identification
(e.g., land right number and
measurement letter number)

Uses one set of numbers as
identification

Responsibilities
and Restrictions

Stated
in
instruction
(petunjuk) and the form is
not uniform with/does not
depend on local land offices

Stated in notes (catatan) and the
form is uniform with all local land
offices

Signature

Uses manual signature (inkbased)

Uses electronic signature

Below is the anatomy of an electronic land certificate:
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It is also worth noting that other documents, such as land book (buku tanah),
measurement letter (surat ukur) and/or blueprint of apartment units, will also be
issued electronically5.
In addition, access (which we assume would be in the form of a personal account
in BPN’s electronic database system) will be granted to the lawful holder of the
relevant land right6. The relevant electronic documents will serve as valid legal
evidence for the existence of the land right7.
B. Issuance of Electronic Land Certificate
The issuance of electronic land certificate consists of two methods: (i) first-time
registration (pendaftaran tanah untuk pertama kali); or (ii) maintenance of land
registration data (pemeliharaan data pendaftaran tanah)8. Details of the issuance
processes can be found below:
First-time registration of E-Land Certificate9
Process
(1)
BPN to gather and
process physical
data

(2)
BPN to verify and
validate evidencing
documents

(3)
BPN to issue
electronic land
certificate

5
6
7
8
9

Article
Article
Article
Article
Article

16 paragraph (1) of BPN Reg. 1/2021
12 paragraph (1) of BPN Reg. 1/2021
5 of BPN Reg.1/2021
2 paragraph (2) of BPN Reg.1/2021
7 of BPN Reg.1/2021

Objective
Obtain measurement drawing (gambar ukur),
land area map (peta bidang tanah),
measurement letter or apartment blueprint
(surat ukur atau gambar denah satuan rumah
susun), and/or other related documents which
is the result of the collection and physical data
processing

Obtain
verification
and
validation
supporting
documents
evidencing
eligibility of the applicant

for
the

Obtain access to BPN’s electronic database
system for the electronic land certificate after
all
requirements
are
verified/validated,
including clearance from any dispute
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Maintenance of land registration data of E-Land Certificate 10
Process

Objective

(1)
Submit application
through
maintenance of land
registration data

Execution of the conversion is through
application
on
maintenance
of
land
registration data

(2)
Validate physical
and legal data in the
electronic system

Validation on paper-based land regarding right
holder, physical data and legal data on the
electronic system by head of local land office

(3)
Issue electronic land
certificate

Featured documents, e.g., measurement letter
or
apartment
blueprint,
are
issued
electronic
land
electronically
with
the
certificate

C. Challenges
In relation to the issuance of electronic land certificate, these are several
possible challenges (internal and external factors) that might determine the
speed of the digitalization to succeed:
1.

2.

10

Internal
i.
Lack of infrastructure for the implementation of electronic land
certificate. Not all local land offices are equipped with the necessary
infrastructure to issue the electronic land certificate.
ii.

The absence of a centralized electronic database system for BPN’s land
database, since there are still some documents stored by the respective
village office(s) in its analog version and have not been properly
gathered for database optimization, e.g. land book (buku tanah).

iii.

Although Article 99 of Government Regulation No. 18 of 2021 on Right
to Manage, Right upon Land, Strata Title, and Land Registration, and
BPN Reg. 1/2021 has set out the general overview for electronic land
registration, further regulation on electronic land registration is still
needed (e.g., electronic database for the electronic land certificate).

External
i.
Necessity to change the public’s mindset on the security and legal
certainty of electronic land certificate, as many are still in doubt
regarding its implementation. Thorough, frequent and wide socialization
of it would be required.

Article 17 of BPN Reg.1/2021
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ii.

Land disputes that affect BPN to complete its land record in its electronic
database system. In this regard, we noted that in practice there are
many ongoing land disputes regarding land ownership which could lead
to the hindrance of electronic land registration process.

D. Conclusion
BPN Reg. 1/2021 brings new spirit and hope that land right registration will be
more efficient and certain. However, further stipulation on electronic land
registration is heavily needed for the digitalization process to be completely
implemented (e.g. related to centralized electronic database system). As we are
observing the implementation of Law 11/2020 and BPN Reg. 1/2021, we will
provide further updates on this matter.
*The authors would like to acknowledge the contribution of our Junior Associate, Hary
Stiawan in preparing this legal alert.
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